In recent years, several researches have showed that Buyang Huanwu Decoction (BHD) possesses multiple target points in the intervention of diseases, and has same treatment effects on cerebrovascular diseases and cardiovascular diseases. But, there was no full report about the mechanistic and material basis in Brain-Heart concurrent treatment. The objective of the present study was to examine the pharmacological mechanism of traditional Chinese medicine in the intervention of coronary heart disease and stroke. We combined the HIT, PubChem, David Database resource and the networked pharmacology method to ultimately find out BHD's thirty-five potential brain-heart concurrent treatment target points, and preliminarily reveal BHD's material basis for treatment of cerebrovascular diseases and cardiovascular diseases. Finally, the study provided new information with the guidance meanings.
So, it is a kind of fast and effective method to find targets. According to traditional Chinese medicines, different diseases could be treated with same method or herbs, and the point was neither the cause nor disease symptom, but the identification of same pathogenesis for different diseases.
So, different diseases with same pathogenesis could be treated with same methods or herbs. The thirty-five targets found in this research are the material basis for BHD's treatment of stroke sequelae and Brain-Heart concurrent treatment. Some reports showed that BHD's treatment of disease was at multiple levels, and this research has accorded active ingredients in BHD with the corresponding targets, offering new information with great guiding significance for the material basis research of BHD. With in-depth study of compound preparations, detection of detailed target points for effective components in compound preparation has become the main tendency. In future study, through full use of network pharmacology methods and database resources, those data mining methods could be applied in the study of material basis and acting mechanism to offer some potential supports for basic research of herbs material.
